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Reform Mounty 100V meets Trimax Stealth ST340HF

StockerCrew has teamed up with Trimax to offer the ultimate hillside and widearea mowing solution. The Reform Mounty 100V
offers stability and power with its low centre of gravity, low operating weight and the high 101hp turbocharged VM engine. The
Reform Mounty 100V coupled with the Trimax Stealth ST340HF front mounted rotary cutting deck offers the ultimate cutting
combination.
The Reform Mounty 100V's hillside abilities are unrivalled and has to be experienced in
order to truly appreciate. It has been designed with low centre of gravity and light
weight to ensure the safe operation in most conditions. The hydrostatic transmission
allows the operator to concentrate on his implement and work more than the
operation of the tractor; no gears to shuttle through here. The Mounty 100V is
capable of traveling the road between worksites at 40kph making it flexible enough to
carry out work at many different sites during the day.
Reform Mounty 100V comes standard with front and rear linkage and PTO's as well as
the option of sideshift on the front linkage. The front linkage and PTO allows for
greater stability while working in extreme hillside areas but also offers greater operator
comfort; no need to look over your shoulder all day while reversing up to trees and
obstacles.
The roomy airconditioned cabin offers a wide viewing area with easy operator access
through either side thanks to cabin doors on both sides of the tractor. With all the
creature comforts that you would expect, the Reform Mounty 100V's cabin is truly
amazing.
What makes Reform Mounty 100V different?
VM, 101hp, intercooled turbo charged 4cyl diesel engine
Hydrostatic drive
Front and rear diff locks
Steering modes  Front, rear, circle and crab steering modes
Front and rear linkage and PTO's
Roomy airconditioned cabin

Nothing like a conventional Ag tractor!!
The Reform Mounty 100V has the ability to carry and operate the Trimax Stealth
ST340HF front mounted rotary wing mower in almost any conditions. The ST340HF
uses Trimax’s “LazerBladez Fling Tip System” with five super duty spindles and fully
guarded belt drive. Its cutting with of 3.40m is adjustable by lifting or lowering one or
both wings. Front height adjustable caster mounts, adjustable side skids and front
roller for antiscalp protection make this a robust and capable mowing system.
Why keep on doing what you have always done? Call StockerCrew for a
demonstration of this highly productive combination.

Reform Mounty 100V and Trimax Stealth ST340HF, for more information contact StockerCrew direct.

As a special treat this week, we have branched out from our usual "idiot" offering, to share with you this skit that got a laugh
around the office. We hope you enjoy it!
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